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Mass measurements with highly charged ions
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Why do we need to cool HCI between the

EBIT and the precision Penning trap ?

• ion temperature for mass measurement:

Ti � 1 eV/q

• EBIT: Ti � 1 eV/q must be expected
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What do we know about ion temperatures in

EBITs ?

• REXEBIS: few 10 eV/q

• Oshima et al.: EBIS/ECRIS ”generally” > 10 eV/q

• Dresden EBIT: Ti = 3 − 6 eV/q measured for Ar16+

but low je and Ee

• Livermore, evaporative cooling inside EBIT:

10 − 20 eV/q for Dy66+ (no data ?)

Penetrante et al.

• Livermore, evaporative cooling & self-cooling during

extraction: Ti ≈ 0.1qeVtrap ⇒ ≈ 10 − 50 eV/q

Marrs, TITAN workshop 2002 (no data)
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• self-cooling requires slow (ms) spills — not suitable in our

case

R. Marrs, 2002 TITAN workshop
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Ion temperature on extraction from EBIT

• actual data appears sparse

• no definite conclusions possible

• emittance/temperature measurements from TITAN EBIT

will be necessary, and also interesting in general

• For now must assume that HCI have temperatures of 10...100
eV/q

⇒ additional cooling before precision trap most likely nec-

essary
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Techniques for ion cooling

• buffer gas cooling

◦ well established method for SCI

NO (charge exchange)

• resistive cooling

◦ well established, fast enough — if Q high enough →
would require cryogenic operation

◦ ion specific tuning of resonant circuit required

• electron cooling

◦ demonstrated for (anti)protons and HCI at Ti � few

eV/q

◦ advantage: electrons self-cool via synchrotron radia-

tion

◦ disadvantage: electron-ion recombination

• positron cooling

◦ avoids recombination, but technically more involved

(mCi level source)
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◦ demonstrated for (anti)protons and HCI at Ti � few

eV/q

◦ advantage: electrons self-cool via synchrotron radia-

tion

◦ disadvantage: electron-ion recombination

• positron cooling

◦ avoids recombination, but technically more involved

(mCi level source)

• ion-ion cooling with light, cool ions (protons, He2+)

◦ no recombination issues

◦ but no synchrotron cooling, need initially cold light

ions laser cooling?
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U

electrons trapped
in `nested’ potentials

hot highly charged ions enter the trap

HCI loose energy diving through
the electron clouds

Electron cooling in a nested Penning trap
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isotopes the lifetime of the nuclei sets a limit for the observation time in ion-
cyclotron-resonance based mass spectrometry, which ultimately determines
the achievable precision in the mass measurements. The use of highly charged
ions (HCI) is a promising way to push this limit, as the increased charge leads
to higher cyclotron frequencies. TITAN will employ an electron beam ion trap
(EBIT) to breed singly charged, radioactive isotopes delivered by the ISAC
radioactive beam facility into high charge states. The HCI extracted from
the EBIT will have temperatures of tens of eV/charge or more, which is too
high for direct injection into the precision Penning trap mass spectrometer.
An intermediate cooler trap to pre-cool the HCIs to about 1 eV/charge prior
to the mass measurement is thus necessary for TITAN. Electron cooling [2]
and sympathetic cooling with initially cold protons [3] are investigated as
the most promising cooling methods, since buffer gas cooling, which is well
established in work with singly charged ions [4], is ruled out due to the charge
transfer between HCIs and the neutral buffer gas.

We present calculations of electron cooling and proton cooling for different
ions under various cooling conditions. For electron cooling, ion losses are
computed taking into account recombination of ions with electrons. These
calculations provide guidance for the design of the cooler trap.

2 Electron cooling and electron-ion recombination

The calculation follows the work of Rolston and Gabrielse [5] and Bernard
et al. [6]. We consider a two-component plasma consisting of Ni ions and Ne

electrons. In the presence of a strong magnetic field, the electrons self-cool
via emission of synchrotron radiation (note that the influence of the magnetic
field on the electron-ion collision dynamics is neglected in our model). The
time evolution of the ion temperature Ti and the electron temperature Te is
determined by the differential equations

dTe

dt
=

1

τi

Ni

Ne
(Ti − Te) −

1

τe
(Te − Tres), (1)

dTi

dt
= −

1

τi
(Ti − Te), (2)

where τi is the time constant for temperature equilibration in a two-component
plasma, τe is the electron synchrotron radiation time constant for electron
self-cooling in a magnetic field (≈ 0.07 s in a 7 T field), and Tres is the
temperature of the trap environment. τi was derived by Spitzer [7]:

τi =
3(4πε0)2memic3
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where mi is the mass of the ion, me the electron mass, q the charge of the
ion, and ne the electron density. The Coulomb logarithm ln (Λ) provides
appropriate cutoffs of the impact parameter for electron-ion collisions in the
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22+

Fig. 1 Electron cooling of H+, C6+, Fe22+, Kr36+, and U92+. (a) Ion energy; (b)
electron energy; (c) survival fraction of ions, based on radiative recombination only.
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A potential drawback of electron cooling of HCI is the occurrence of electron-
ion recombination, causing a deterioration of the charge state purity and the
average charge of the ion cloud. In our model we start with an ion cloud
where all ions have the same charge state q at injection into the trap. We only
consider loss from charge state q to q − 1 due to electron-ion recombination
(i.e. no re-population via ionization or recombination from higher charge
states), and neglect the change of q and Ni,e in the cooling equations due

• Ignore magnetic field

• simple two-component plasma model

◦ Spitzer (1956), Rolston & Gabrielse (1989),
Bernard et al. (2004)

Simulations of Electron Cooling
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ne = 107 cm−3

Ni/Ne = 10−4

Tres = 300K

22+

22+

Electron cooling I:  Cooling
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Photorecombination of free electrons and ions
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Electron cooling II:  Recombination
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22+

22+

Electron cooling II:  Recombination

window of opportunity
for cooling w/o recombination
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Cooling speed as a function of Ni/Ne
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92+

Influence of three-body recombination
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Does the magnetic field play a role?
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beam axis

step 1:  inject cold protons

U

step 2:  inject HCI

U

beam axis

mix HCI and protons,
concentrate potential in center

U

beam axis

lower potential, hot protons
start escaping

U

beam axis

extract ions, separate by TOF or q/m

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

Proton cooling
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22+
n p = 10

8
cm

−3

Ni/Np = 10
−5

Proton cooling
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Layout of the cooler trap

details in the next talk by Vanessa
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